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The subrubs, which surround the main city, are geographically defined as the 
ring area colse to the city. They, besides the constructed area and the planning area, 
not only meet the need of the urban consrtuction and planning but also controled by 
the city development.With the continuous development of urban area, suburbs of big 
cities which perform the function of serving the cities and industrial transformation 
are receiving increasing attention.  
As a newly developing area, what will the industrial and employment structures 
of suburbs be like:to be similar with the city; to lag behind city; or exhibit some new 
characteristics. Besides,what kind of driving effects will be brought to economy and 
employment by suburbs industry.  
To answer these questions, this paper analysed and summarized the new 
characteristics of Beijing suburbs industry from the starting point of the industrial and 
employment structures theories,then Systematically analysed the suburbs industry 
with qualitative research and quantitative evaluation,to reveal the driving effects of 
subsurbs industry on economy and employment. First,to describe the present situation 
of the suburbs industrial and employment structures, this paper took comparative and 
deductive analysis and also compared the charts to get the answer of the driving 
effects of industrial development.Second,this paper used econometric methods 
including simple regression analysis,Co-integration Analysis and Granger Causality 
test to empirical analyse the driving effects of suburbs industry based on time series 
data from suburbs industry and employment in Beijing.The innovation in this paper is 
that it used Co-integration analysis and Granger Causality test to reveal the long-term 
relationship and causality between three major industries and total employment,which 
explained the driving effects.  
The empirical results showed that secondary industry and tertiary industry are 
predominent in suburbs,but the driving effects of economy development on secondary 
industry is significantly higher than that of tertiary industry.This conclusion is a little 













city,Although tertiary industry takes the majority part in driving effects on total 
employment.The research proved that there is only a long-term relationship and 
causality between tertiary industry and total employment,primary industry and 
secondary industry are not able to pass the Co-integration Analysis.  
   Finally,this paper also put forward some recommendations based on the 
conclusions of this study,hoping that can offer some references for the further 
development of suburbs in our country. 
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第 1 章 导论 
 1
第 1 章 导论 
本章介绍本篇论文的选题背景和研究动因，并概述本篇论文的研究方法、创
新点以及研究框架。 
1.1 研究背景及动因  
1.1.1 选题背景 









































图 1-1  我国郊区的学术研究趋势 
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